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Brass Angle Valve
Brass Angle valve is the spherical valve
produced by wanshirong®. The brass Angle
valve is the European standard brass, which
guarantees the quality of the product from
the raw material.Brass Angle valve has good
sealing, strong corrosion resistance, smooth
switch, to meet the needs of many
consecutive fast closing, the product can be
80℃ high temperature to 0℃ low
temperature environment normal work.We
focus on the valve business, the sales
market covers most of the European

countries, looking forward to becoming your long-term partner.

Buy Brass Angle Valve from Factory

1.Introduction

Brass Angle valve, since the production of this kind of brass Angle valve began in 2004,
customers on product quality, price, service response is good, no bad
complaints.Adhering to the attitude of profit and precision, wanshirong® will test the
physical properties and sealing performance of each factory product before delivery,
referring to the European standard EN13828.We have our own factory, materials can be
customized according to customer requirements.Brass faucet is simple in structure, good
in sealing and widely used.Applicable medium: water, gas, oil, natural gas, etc."Quality
initial, Honesty as base, Sincere assistance and mutual profit" is our idea, as a way to
produce continuously and pursue the excellence for OEM/ODM China China Sanitary
Ware Brass Zinc Faucet Accessories Good Price Manual Angle Valve, Our concept is
usually to support presenting the confidence of each customers with the offering of our
most sincere services, plus the right solution. OEM/ODM China China Brass Angle Valve,
Stop Valve, Till now, the items list has been updated regularly and attracted clients from
around the globe. In depth facts is often obtained in our web-site and you'll be served with
premium quality consultant service by our after-sale group. They will help you get
complete acknowledge about our products and solutions and make a satisfied negotiation.
Company go to to our factory in Brazil is also welcome at any time. Hope to obtain your
inquiries for any pleased co-operation.

2. Feature And Application
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Our Brass angle valves are widely used in household, water and gas transmission
projects.

3.Details

Brass angle valve consists of low lead Brass body, ball and stem with non-toxic PTFE
seat and non-toxic rubber ring as main components and fittings. Zinc alloy handle.The
surface of the product is polished and chrome plated, the appearance is beautiful, simple
and generous, suitable for any installation environment.
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4. Qualification

products have passed IOS9001 certification, is the customer's reliable products.

5.Deliver,Shipping And Serving

sample Sample lead time:15days
Delivery terms FOB (NINGBO SHANGHAI) ,CNF, CIF
Terms of payment T/T, L/C
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